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Abstract
In this work, we study the event occurrences of user activities on online social network
platforms. To characterize the social activity interactions among network users, we propose
a network group Hawkes (NGH) process model. Particularly, the observed network structure
information is employed to model the users’ dynamic posting behaviors. Furthermore, the
users are clustered into latent groups according to their dynamic behavior patterns. To es-
timate the model, a constraint maximum likelihood approach is proposed. Theoretically, we
establish the consistency and asymptotic normality of the estimators. In addition, we show
that the group memberships can be identified consistently. To conduct estimation, a branch-
ing representation structure is firstly introduced, and a stochastic EM (StEM) algorithm is
developed to tackle the computational problem. Lastly, we apply the proposed method to a
social network data collected from Sina Weibo, and identify the influential network users as
an interesting application.
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Stochastic EM.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Consider a network with m nodes, which are indexed as i “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,m. To characterize the
relationship among the nodes, we employ an adjacency matrix A “ paijq P Rmˆm, where aij “ 1
implies that the ith node follows the jth node, otherwise aij “ 0. Following the convention, we
do not allow self-connected nodes, i.e., aii “ 0. For the ith node, we collect a number of events
occurring at time points 0 ď ti1 ď ti2 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď tini ď T . For instance, on an online social network,
one can record the time stamps of user posts, comments, and many other user dynamic behaviors.
Developing statistical tools to model the dynamic patterns of these events is critical for making
decisions (Srijith et al., 2017; Sayyadi et al., 2009; Liu et al., 2012).
To motivate the research idea, we first conduct a preliminary analysis using user posting dataset
collected from Sina Weibo (the largest Twitter type social media platform in mainland China). The
dataset contains 2038 users, whose posting behaviors are collected during the period from January
1st to January 15th, 2014. First, we calculate the time intervals between two subsequent Weibo
posts for the same user i (i.e., tipk`1q´ tik). The histogram of all time intervals is shown in the left
panel of Figure 1. As implied by Figure 1, more than 60% Weibo posts occur within 1 hour to the
user’s last post. This indicates the user posting times are highly clustered. Next, for each posting
time tik of user i, we calculate the time interval to the latest post from the user’s connected friends
(i.e., minj,lttik ´ tjlIpaij “ 1, tjl ă tikqu). This leads to the histogram in the right panel of Figure
1. Similarly, a spike in shorter time intervals can be observed. This evidence suggests that the
network users might have active interactions with their following friends. Lastly, we draw hourly
posts of three representative users in Figure 2. As one could observe, the posting behaviors of the
three users exhibit quite different patterns. For instance, the account “Movie View” tends to post
around 9:00 am while the account “Toutiao” is more active in the afternoon. Therefore, beyond
the clustering effects, the network users also have distinct dynamic patterns.
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Figure 1: The histogram of time intervals between Weibo posts. The left panel: histogram of the time
intervals between two subsequent Weibo posts for each individual; the right panel: histogram of the time
intervals between user-self posts and the latest posts from their connected friends.
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Figure 2: Hourly users’ posts from three typical users (“Movie View”, “Toutiao” and “Harper’s
BAZAAR”) in the Sina Weibo dataset. The number of posts within each hour is aggregated for the
15 days from January 1st to January 15th, 2014.
The above preliminary analysis motivates us to model the occurrences of event using a clustered
point process. In this regard, two common wisdoms exist. The first approach is to model each
user separately by using a univariate clustered point process. In this aspect, the Hawkes process
(Hawkes and Oakes, 1974) is one of the widely used approaches in the literature. For instance,
in seismology study, the Hawkes process is used to describe earthquake occurrences (Veen and
Schoenberg, 2008). The similar modeling framework has also been introduced to model urban
crime patterns (Mohler et al., 2011) and conversation sequences (Masuda et al., 2013). Despite the
usefulness of this approach, the cross-sectional information among different users might be ignored.
As an alternative, one could consider to employing a multivariate Hawkes process model (Hawkes,
1971). For example, Fox et al. (2016) applies the multivariate Hawkes process model to an e-mail
network dataset. However, estimating the model requires to estimate Opm2q pairwise interaction
parameters, which leads to a heavy computational burden and thus cannot be directly applied to
large scale networks.
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To our best knowledge, none of the above works have taken the observed network information
(i.e., A) into consideration. In this work, we propose a network group Hawkes (NGH) process
model, where we explicitly embed the network information into the modeling framework. In addi-
tion, the nodes are assigned to several latent groups according to their dynamic behavior patterns.
Specifically, we model the intensity function of each node as a linear combination of the following
three parts: (1) baseline intensity, which reflects daily periodic activities of the nodes, (2) mo-
mentum intensity, which characterizes the influence of the node’s historical events to the current
event, and (3) network intensity, which captures the influences of the node’s connected friends.
In addition, we allow each node with a latent group membership, where in each group the nodes
exhibit the same dynamic behavior patterns.
Statistically, the dynamic patterns of the network nodes are specified by a set of group leveled
parameters. Compared to the multivariate Hawkes process, the number of parameters to be es-
timated is largely reduced. To estimate the model, we propose a constraint maximum likelihood
estimator (CMLE), whose asymptotic properties are investigated. In addition, the consistency
result of the group membership estimation is established.
Numerically, we further develop a stochastic EM (StEM) algorithm for model estimation. The
EM-type algorithm is firstly introduced by Veen and Schoenberg (2008) for Hawkes process esti-
mation and then widely applied (Halpin et al., 2013; Fox et al., 2016). In this work, we revise the
conventional EM algorithm to a stochastic version to further reduce the computational burden.
Specifically, a branching representation of the NGH process is firstly introduced and then the StEM
algorithm is presented. Extensive numerical studies are conducted to verify the robustness and
accuracy of the algorithm. Lastly, we conduct an empirical study using data collected from Sina
Weibo platform. Specifically, a user profile analysis is conducted according to the model estimation
result. In addition, the influential powers of network users are analyzed based on their abilities to
influence others.
The rest of the article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce notations and the
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network group Hawkes (NGH) process model. In Section 3, we provide the estimation methods and
the corresponding theoretical properties. The branching representation structure and the stochastic
EM algorithm are described in Section 4. The simulation results under different network settings
are presented in Section 5. In Section 6, we apply the proposed method to a Sina Weibo dataset
for user analysis. The article is concluded with a brief discussion in Section 7. All technical details
are left to the Appendix and separate supplementary material.
2. HAWKES PROCESS FOR NETWORK DATA
2.1. Introduction to Hawkes Process
Before introducing the model, we briefly review several necessary preliminaries of the Hawkes
process. Hawkes process is a widely used self-exciting point process (Hawkes and Oakes, 1974) that
models the occurrences of events through the intensity function. Consider a temporal point process
of event times 0 ď t1 ď t2 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ tn ď T within r0, T s. In general, we use Nptq “ řk“1 Ittk ă tu to
denote event counts within time period r0, ts. Let Ht “ ttk : tk ă tu be the history information up
to time t, then the conditional intensity function is defined as
λpt|Htq “ lim
∆Ñ0
E rNtrt, t`∆qu|Hts
∆
.
The classical Hawkes process models the conditional intensity function as
λpt|Htq “ ν `
ÿ
tkăt
fpt´ tkq, (2.1)
where ν ą 0 denotes a constant background rate of events, and fp¨q is a triggering function
which specifies the influences of the historical events to the current time (Chen et al., 2017). The
process is referred to as “self-exciting” process because the conditional intensity function depends
on historical events through the triggering function fp¨q. By choosing the form of fp¨q, one could
specify whether the process depends mainly on recent history or has a long memory.
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2.2. Network Group Hawkes Process
In this section, we extend the original Hawkes process to a network group Hawkes process, which
is used to model the temporal point processes of network users. Recall that m is the network size
and for the ith node we could collect the event times ttik : 1 ď k ď niu. Accordingly, define
Niptq “ řnik“1 Iptik ď tq as the number of events for the user i up to time t. Furthermore, we
assume the nodes are collected from G latent groups. Within each group, the nodes are assumed
to share the same set of group-level parameters. Specifically, for the ithe node, let gi P t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Gu
denote the group membership of the user i. Suppose the latent membership gi follows a categorical
distribution, i.e., gi „ Catpt1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Ku, piq, where pi “ ppi1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , piGqJ is the group prior probability.
Let G “ pg1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , gmqJ P Rm be the latent group vector which collects the group memberships of
all users.
Given the latent group vector G and all history information Ht “ ttik : tik ă t; 1 ď k ď ni, 1 ď
i ď mu, we characterize the conditional intensity function for the ith node by the following network
group Hawkes (NGH) process model,
λipt|G q “ µgiptq ` βgi
ÿ
tikăt
fpt´ tik; ηgiq `
mÿ
j“1
αgigj
aij
di
ÿ
tjlăt
fpt´ tjl; γgiq, (2.2)
where µgptq is a baseline function, fpt; γq is a triggering function, di “ řj aij is the out-degree
for node i, and tβg, γg, ηg, αgg1u are unknown group-level parameters. Specifically, the conditional
intensity in (2.2) of the node i constitutes of three parts. The first part µgiptq is referred to as
a baseline intensity. We assume that the baseline intensity µgptq approximately takes a periodic
form, which represents the daily periodic behaviors of the network users. Next, the second part
βgi
ř
tikăt fpt´ tik; ηgiq takes a standard self-exciting process form, which reflects the influences of
the node’s own historical events. Therefore, we refer to it as momentum intensity. Usually the
triggering function fpt´s; γq is specified as a decaying function of pt´sq, where γ is the parameter
controlling decaying rate. Lastly, the third part
řm
j“1 αgigjd
´1
i aij
ř
tjlăt fpt ´ tjl; γgiq is a weighted
average of triggering functions from the node’s following friends. We refer to this part as network
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intensity. Note that with respect to the jth user, the weight is specified by αgigjd
´1
i aij. Hence, only
the following friends (i.e., tj : aij ‰ 0u) have influences on the current node. This also makes sense
in practice because on a social network platform, only the following friends are visible to the focal
user. In addition, if the ith node follows the jth node (i.e., aij “ 1), then the weight is decided by
both their group connection strength (i.e., αgigj) and the out-degree of the ith node (i.e., di).
Remark 1. (Comparison with the NAR Model) In a recent work of Zhu et al. (2017), a
network vector autoregression (NAR) model was proposed to model the time series dynamics for
network users. Suppose we could collect a continuous type response Yit for the i user at the tth
time point. Then the NAR model takes the following form,
Yit “ β0i ` β1d´1i
ÿ
j
aijYjpt´1q ` β2Yipt´1q ` εit, (2.3)
where εit is a random noise term. The proposed NGH process shares wisdom with the NAR model
(2.3) by explicitly exploiting the known network information. In the meanwhile, the proposed
framework could model more detailed temporal point process patterns for network users, while the
NAR model is only suitable for modeling discrete time dynamics at an aggregated level.
3. PARAMETER ESTIMATION
3.1. Periodic Baseline Intensity Function
In the original Hawkes process model (2.1), the background rate is assumed to be a stationary
Poisson process. In practice, however, this might not be true due to the periodic rhythms of
human activities (Cho et al., 2011). This phenomenon is also supported by our social media data.
Particularly, we aggregate all users’ posts within every 6 hours from January 1st to January 15th
in 2014, which leads to the barplot in Figure 3. A clear periodic pattern can be observed. This
motivates us to consider a periodic baseline intensity function form.
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Figure 3: The barplot of posts in every 6 hours from January 1st to 15th, 2014 for the Sina Weibo dataset.
Let ω P R be the period of the baseline intensity function. Consider a set of basis functions
Φb “ tkjptq : t P r0, ωq, 1 ď j ď nbu. Correspondingly, define a functional space F “ tfptqu, where
fptq takes a periodic form with period ω as
fptq “
$’’&’’%
řnb
j“1wjkjptq, if t P r0, ωq
fpt´ nωq, if t P rnω, pn` 1qωq, n ě 1.
(3.1)
In the following we define the functional norm of fptq (t P r0, T s) as }fptq}8 “ suptPr0,T s |fptq|. We
state the following assumption for the baseline intensity function.
(C1) (Baseline Intensity Assumption) Let the true baseline function µg˚ptq be a periodic
function with period ω. In addition, it satisfies
min
g
inf
fPF
››µ˚g ´ f››8 “ Opn´rb q, (3.2)
where r ě 2 is a constant. Here the basis functions kjptq for constructing fptq in (3.1) satisfy:
(a)
şω
0
kjptqdt “ Opn´1b q and }kjptq}8 ă 8, and (b)
şω
0
kjptqkj`lptqdt ď expp´clq for l ď J and
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kjptqkj`lptq “ 0 for l ą J , where J ě 0 is a finite integer and c is a positive constant.
The above condition specifies an approximated periodic form for the baseline intensity function
µg˚p¨q by (3.2). Particularly, the conditions for the basis functions kjptq guarantee that they are
well separated from each other. It is remarkable that we do not restrictively require µg˚ P F but
just assume µg˚ “approximates” F with approximation error n´rb , which is more flexible and easy
to satisfy in practice.
Remark 2. (Comparison with E-mail Network Self-Exciting Process) In a recent work
by Fox et al. (2016), they consider to model e-mail traffic network by using the following intensity
function,
λiptq “ νiµptq `
ÿ
tikăt
gipt´ tikq,
where νi is a user-specific parameter and µptq is a baseline density function accounting for users’
periodic activities. With regards to the formulation of the baseline intensity function, we extend
the above approach in the following two directions. First, instead of specifying an individualized
parameter νi, we assume the baseline intensity is group-specific. Therefore, we could aggregate
information from all users within the same group to enhance estimation accuracy. Second, the
baseline intensity function is assumed to “approximately” take a linear combination of basis func-
tions. Hence it will be able to characterize more flexible function forms.
3.2. Constrained Maximum Likelihood Estimator
Given the assumption of the baseline intensity function, we discuss the estimation of the NGH
process. To estimate the intensity function λipt|G q, a classical approach is to use the maximum
likelihood estimation. Let θg “ pβg, ηg, γgqJ P R3 and α “ pαij : 1 ď i, j ď Gq P RGˆG. Denote
the group-level parameters as Θ “ pΘjqJ “ pθJ1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , θJG, vecpαqJqJ P Rq, where q “ 3G ` G2. In
addition, define the set of baseline intensity functions as U “ tµ1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , µgu.
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For the NGH process, the complete-data likelihood function takes the form as
LcompΘ,U, pi,G q “
mź
i“1
pigi exp
! ż
log λipt|G qdNiptq ´ ΛipT |G q
)
“
mź
i“1
Gź
g“1
!
pig
niź
k“1
λiptik|G q expp´ΛipT |G qq
)Ipgi“gq
, (3.3)
where ΛipT |G q “
şT
0
λipt|G qdt. By integrating the complete-data likelihood (3.3) with respect to
the latent membership G , we could obtain the following marginal likelihood function as
LmarpΘ,U, piq “
mÿ
g1“1
mÿ
g2“1
¨ ¨ ¨
mÿ
gm“1
” mź
i“1
!
pigi
niź
k“1
λiptik|G q expp´ΛipT |G qq
)ı
. (3.4)
The maximum likelihood estimator is then given by ppΘmle, pUmle, ppimleq “ arg maxLmarpΘ,U, piq.
Although the above maximum likelihood estimation framework is straightforward, it is still hard
to obtain pUmle since the baseline intensity functions could take any flexible forms. Recall that we
assume the baseline intensity functions could be approximately expressed by a linear combination
of a set of basis functions in Condition (C1). Therefore, we could constrain µg P F and estimate
µgptq as linear combination of basis functions in Φb. This is computationally feasible since only the
coefficients of the basis functions, i.e., wj, need to be estimated.
Correspondingly, denote LcpΘ,U, piq “ LmarpΘ,U, pi;µg P Fq as constrained likelihood function
by restricting µg P F . We then have the following constrained maximum likelihood estimator
(CMLE),
ppΘcmle, pUcmle, ppicmleq “ arg maxpΘ,U,piqLcpΘ,U, piq. (3.5)
Next, we plug-in the CMLE into the complete-data likelihood function (3.3) to obtain the group
membership estimation, i.e., pG “ arg maxG LcomppΘcmle, pUcmle, ppicmle,G q. In the following section,
we further investigate the theoretical properties of the proposed estimators.
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3.3. Theoretical Properties
In this section, we discuss the theoretical properties of the proposed estimation method of the
NGH process. First, we establish the consistency and asymptotic normality result for the parameter
estimation. Second, we establish the consistency of group membership estimation and provide a
criterion for choosing the number of groups.
Let Θ˚,U˚, pi˚ and G ˚ denote the true parameters and group membership vector. Following
Zhao et al. (2012), we define a group membership estimation criterion Q to be consistent if the
group labels obtained by maximizing the criterion Q, pG “ arg maxG QpG q, satisfying
P p pG “ G q Ñ 1 as mintm,T u Ñ 8. (3.6)
Clearly, the above definition has identification issues. Strictly speaking, a reasonable criterion
should stay invariant under a permutation of group labels t1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Gu. Therefore, it is better
to require that pG and G belong to the equivalent class under label permutations. For notation
simplicity, in the following, we still write pG “ G to represent that pG and G are equal up to a
permutation of labels. Similarly, pG ‰ G means pG and G are not equivalent to any permutation of
labels.
Define λi˚ pt|G ˚q as the true intensity function. In addition, let `cpΘ,U, piq “ logLcpΘ,U, piq
as the log constrained likelihood function. Specifically, for any vector v “ pviqJ, define }v}8 “
maxi |vi|. For an arbitrary matrix M “ pmijq P Rp1ˆp2 , let }M}8 “ maxi |řjmij|. To establish
the estimation properties of the parameters, we require the following conditions.
(C2) (Parameter Space) Assume the parameter space is convex, i.e., }Θ}8 ď C0, and Θ˚ lies
in the interior of the convex set, where C0 is a finite positive constant. In addition, assume
Θj ą 0 for 1 ď j ď q. For the baseline intensity function, further assume maxg }µg}8 ď C0
and ming inft µgptq ě C1, where C1 ď C0 is a positive constant.
(C3) (Stationarity) Define bij “ αg˚igjd´1i aij ` βg˚iIpi “ jq and B “ pbijq P Rmˆm. Assume
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}B}8 ď cB ă 1, where cB is a positive constant. Further assume the triggering function fpt; γq
satisfies: (1) fpt; γq ď cfγ expp´γtq for any t P r0, T s, and (2) limtÑ8 fpt; γq{ expp´γtq Ñ 0,
where cf is a positive constant.
(C4) (Network Degree) Let dout,min “ miniřj aij and din,max “ maxjři aij be the minimum
out-degree and maximum in-degree. Assume dgap
def“ din,max{dout,min “ mrd , where rd P p0, 1q
is a constant.
(C5) (Local Convexity) Suppose `cpΘ,U, piq has continuous second order derivatives with re-
spect to Θ and µg (1 ď g ď G), where the functional derivative is defined in Definition 1 in
Appendix A.1. Define
I11 “ 1
mT
E
”B2`cpΘ˚,U˚, pi˚q
BΘBΘJ
ı
P Rqˆq,
I12 “ 1
mT
E
”B2`cpΘ˚,U˚, pi˚q
BΘBµJg
ı
1ďgďG
P RqˆpnbGq,
I22 “ 1
mT
E
”B2`cpΘ˚,U˚, pi˚q
Bµg1BµJg2
ı
1ďg1,g2ďG
P RpnbGqˆpnbGq
and I21 “ IJ12. Assume Σ2Θ def“ limm,TÑ8pI11 ´ I12I´122 I21q P Rqˆq exists and is positive
definite. In addition assume a similar local convexity condition (C5.a) in Appendix A.1.
(C6) (Convergence) Define
S1 “ B`cpΘ
˚,U˚, pi˚q
BΘ P R
q, S2 “
”B`cpΘ˚,U˚, pi˚qJ
Bµg
ıJ
1ďgďG
P RnbG.
Assume there exists a sequence tdmu such that Σ1Θ def“ limm,TÑ8pmTdmq´1cov
`S1´I12I´122 S2˘ P
Rqˆq exists and Σ1Θ is positive definite.
We make comments on the above conditions. Condition (C2) is a regular condition which
assumes that the parameter space is compact and convex, and the true parameter is an interior
point. This type of condition is widely assumed in literature (Van der Vaart, 2000; Fan and Li,
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2001; Wang et al., 2017). Condition (C3) is a stationary type condition, which is also made for
multivariate stationary Hawkes process (Gao and Zhu, 2018). It guarantees that the process will
not explode as T Ñ 8. Furthermore, we would like to remark that although the requirement on
the triggering function fpt; γq is sufficient for model stationarity, it is not a necessary condition in
practice. Typically, the triggering function is set in the form fpt; γq “ γ expp´γtq in practice in
order to obtain analytical solutions in parameter estimation, and this is also shown to have good
finite sample performance (Halpin et al., 2013). Condition (C4) is imposed on the network degrees.
Specifically, it restricts that the unbalance effect of network nodes should not be too large. Lastly,
Conditions (C5) and (C6) are regular conditions that are widely assumed in literature (He and
Shi, 1996; Lehmann and Casella, 2006; Fan et al., 2007; Sit et al., 2018). Specifically, Condition
(C5) ensures that Θ˚ is a local minimum of the population objective function Et`cpΘ˚,U˚, pi˚qu.
Condition (C6) is a convergence condition, which specifies the rates of convergence and leads to
the asymptotic normality result.
Next, we discuss the identification conditions of the proposed method. Note that the marginal
likelihood function is defined by assuming the true number of groups G is known. However, in
practice, we may suffer from the mis-specification problem. Particularly, given any number of
groups G1, we could correspondingly define the marginal likelihood function as LpG
1q
marpΘ,U, piq and
`
pG1q
marpΘ,U, piq “ logtLpG1qmarpΘ,U, piqu. Then the following condition is assumed to make sure that
the true parameters pΘ˚,U˚, pi˚q can be uniquely identified, and the group number G can be
consistently selected.
(C7) (Model Identification) Assume `
pG1q
marpΘ,U, piq “ limm,TÑ8pmT q´1Et`pG
1q
marpΘ,U, piqu exists
and `
pG1q
marpΘ,U, piq is a continuous function of Θ, pi, and µgptq (1 ď g ď G1) given any G1.
Here the continuity of `
pG1q
marpΘ,U, piq with respect to function µgptq is defined in Definition 2
in Appendix A.1.
(C7.1) Assume `
pGq
marpΘ,U, piq admits a unique global maximizer at pΘ˚,U˚, pi˚q, i.e., for any
pΘ,U, piq ‰ pΘ˚,U˚, pi˚q we have `pGqmarpΘ˚,U˚, pi˚q ą `pGqmarpΘ,U, piq. Assume there exists
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δ ą 0, for any pi satisfying }pi ´ pi˚}2 ď δ, it holds `pGqmarpΘ˚,U˚, piq ´ δ1RpΘ,U, piq2 ď
`
pGq
marpΘ,U, piq ď `pGqmarpΘ˚,U˚, piq ´ δ2RpΘ,U, piq2 with p0 ă δ2 ă δ1 ă 8q, where
RpΘ,U, piq “ maxt}Θ´Θ˚}8,maxg }µg ´ µg˚}8u.
(C7.2) For any underfitted model with G´ ă G, there exists a finite constant c ą 0, such that
suppΘ,U,piq `
pG´q
mar pΘ,U, piq ă `pGqmarpΘ˚,U˚, pi˚q ´ c.
Condition (C7.1) ensures that the true parameter could be uniquely identified when the true
number of groups G is known in a population level. Specifically, we remark that the inequality
pΘ,U, piq ‰ pΘ˚,U˚, pi˚q means that the inequivalence of the parameter sets under group label per-
mutations. In addition, `
pGq
marpΘ,U, piq is assumed to have a local quadratic form around pΘ˚,U˚, piq.
Next, Condition (C7.2) guarantees that a sufficiently large gap should exist between the true model
`
pGq
marpΘ˚,U˚, pi˚q and an underfitted model `pG´qmar pΘ,U, piq. Consequently, the true number of groups
G can be consistently selected.
Similarly, to uniquely identify the group membership G ˚, we define `compΘ,U, pi,G q “ logtLcom
pΘ,U, pi,G qu and assume the following condition.
(C8) (Group Membership Identification) Assume `com,mpΘ,U, pi,G q “ limTÑ8pmT q´1Et
`compΘ,U, pi,G q|G u exists for any G . Assume there exists an m0 ą 0 and c ą 0, for any
m ą m0, it holds
sup
pΘ,U,pi,G q‰pΘ˚,U˚,pi˚,G˚q
`com,mpΘ,U, pi,G q ă `com,mpΘ˚,U˚, pi˚,G ˚q ´ c,
where the inequality pΘ,U, pi,G q ‰ pΘ˚,U˚, pi˚,G ˚q is defined under group label permuta-
tions.
Similar to Condition (C7), Condition (C8) further ensures that the group memberships can be
identified. Given the above assumptions, we establish the parameter estimation consistency in the
following theorem.
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Theorem 1. (Consistency) Assume Conditions (C1)–(C5) and (C8). In addition assume nb !
mintT 1´δ{m2rd`11, pT 1´δ{mrdq1{3u with 0 ă δ ă 1. Then we have the following result,
pΘcmle Ñp Θ˚ and max
g
}pµcmle,g ´ µ˚g}8 Ñp 0. (3.7)
The proof of Theorem 1 is given in Appendix B.1. Note that the consistency requires that the
number of basis functions nb is not too large. Specifically, it should be smaller as the total time
periods T is shorter and the network is more unbalanced (i.e., mrd is higher). Particularly, if we
assume a truncated form for the triggering function, i.e., fpt; γq “ 0 for t ě C (C is some finite
constant), we could relax the upper bound on nb further. Next, the following corollary establishes
the convergence rates of pΘcmle and pµcmle,g respectively.
Corollary 1. Assume Conditions (C1)–(C5) and (C8). In addition, assume nb ! mintT 1´δ{m2rd`11,
pT 1´δ{mrdq1{p1`2rqu with 0 ă δ ă 1. Then we have
P
” 1
mT
ÿ
i
ż T
0
 pλipt|G ˚q1{2 ´ λ˚i pt|G ˚q1{2(2dt ě ı ă CT , (3.8)
}pΘcmle ´Θ˚}8 “ Oppn´rb q and maxg }pµcmle,g ´ µ˚g}8 “ Oppn1´rb q. (3.9)
The proof of Corollary 1 is given in Appendix B.2. It suggests that the convergence rate ofpΘcmle can be as fast as n´rb , which is the approximation error in Condition (C1). Beyond the
consistency result, we could further obtain the following asymptotic normality property.
Theorem 2. (Asymptotic Normality) Assume Conditions (C1)–(C8), and the conditions in
Theorem 1. In addition assume n´rb “ opd1{2m m´9{2´rdT´1{2´δq, where δ ą 0 is a positive constant.
Then we have c
mT
dm
`pΘcmle ´Θ˚˘Ñd N`0,Σ´12ΘΣ1ΘΣ´12Θ˘.
The proof of Theorem 2 is provided in Appendix B.3. It further requires that the approximation
error (i.e, n´rb ) should be small enough to be ignored. Therefore the asymptotic normality could
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hold. Besides the parameter estimation consistency, we further establish the group membership
consistency in the following theorem.
Theorem 3. (Group Membership Estimation) Assume the same conditions in Theorem 1
and the number of groups G is correctly specified. Then we have P p pG “ G ˚q Ñ 1 as m,T Ñ 8.
The proof of Theorem 3 is given in Appendix B.4. Note that Theorem 3 is established based
on the condition that G is correctly specified. Therefore, it is of great importance to decide the
number of groups in practice. To this end, we propose a likelihood-based information criterion
(LIC) in the following theorem, which is able to select the true number of groups G consistently.
Theorem 4. Assume the same conditions with Corollary 1. Define a likelihood based information
criterion (LIC) as
LICG “ `pGqmarppΘpGq, pUpGq, ppipGqq ´ λmTG, (3.10)
where ppΘpGq, pUpGq, ppipGqq “ argpΘ,U,piq max `pGqc pΘ,U, piq, λmT is a reference tuning parameter sequence
satisfying λmT {mT Ñ 0 and λmT {pmTn´rb q Ñ 8. We then have
P
´
min
G1‰G
LICG1 ă LICG
¯
Ñ 1.
The proof of Theorem 4 is given in Appendix B.5. By Theorem 4, as long as the tuning param-
eter λmT is appropriately chosen, the true number of groups G could be consistently identified.
4. MODEL ESTIMATION USING StEM ALGORITHM
In this section, we discuss the numerical algorithm for model estimation. Although directly
maximizing the constrained likelihood functions is straightforward, it is problematic mainly due
to computational difficulties. According to Veen and Schoenberg (2008), due to the flatness and
multimodal forms of the log-likelihood function, it might lead to highly unstable results and the
final convergence heavily depends on initial value settings. Therefore they recommend using an
EM-type algorithm for robust and accurate estimation.
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In this work, we further revise the conventional EM-type algorithm to a stochastic version for
the proposed NGH process. It is shown to have computational advantages, especially for complex
Hawkes process models. The proposed algorithm is able to estimate the unknown parameters as
well as latent group memberships simultaneously. To this end, a new branching structure is firstly
introduced, and details of the StEM algorithm are then given in the following several sections.
4.1. The Branching Structure Representation of NGH Process
To introduce the StEM algorithm, we first present a branching structure of the NGH process.
That enables us to view the NGH process as an incomplete data problem and thus the EM-type
algorithm can be employed.
The branching structure representation of a traditional Hawkes process (2.1) is firstly introduced
by Hawkes and Oakes (1974). They demonstrate that the events can be classified into two disjoint
processes: a background process which is simply a Poisson process with rate ν, and offspring
processes which are triggered by preceding events and the intensities are determined by fp¨q in (2.1).
In the context of earthquake analysis, for the ith event, an unobserved variable Zi is introduced
to denote whether it is generated by the background process or triggered by preceding events.
Specifically, set Zi “ 0 if it is generated by the background process, and Zi “ j if it is triggered
by the previous jth earthquake. This leads to the branching structure of the univariate Hawkes
process in the left panel of Figure 4. According to Hawkes and Oakes (1974), the resulting process
of the branching structure is equivalent to the process generated by (2.1).
The branching structure of the NGH process model is more complicated, since the events can
be triggered by both the nodes themselves and their friends. To state more clear, the posting event
of the node i at time t can be generated by the following three components.
• Baseline Component: µgiptq. The events generated by the baseline component represent
daily periodic behaviors of the network users.
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• Momentum Component: βgi
ř
tikăt fpt ´ tik; ηgiq. The momentum component could be
treated as a self-exciting part, which is the same as in the original Hawkes process (Hawkes
and Oakes, 1974).
• Network Component: řmj“1 αgigjwijřtjlăt fpt ´ tjl; γgiq. The network component takes
account for the mutual interactions of previous events from the following friends.
As one can see, previous events from both user themselves (i.e., momentum component) and their
connected friends (i.e., network component) are capable to elevate the likelihood of future events.
We further illustrate the branching structure of the NGH process model using a network with two
nodes in the right panel of Figure 4. Specifically, suppose Node 1 follows Node 2 in this two-node
network. The blue circle represents the event generated by baseline intensity. Besides, the events
of the Node 1 could not only be triggered by its own previous events (denoted by purple circles),
but also by Node 2 (denoted by green circles).
With respect to the branching structure, a complete-data likelihood function will be firstly
given and corresponding StEM algorithm is then presented for model estimation. We discuss the
details in the following sections.
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Figure 4: Branching Structure Representation of the classical Hawkes process (the left panel) and the
NGH process (the right panel). The timeline goes from the top 0 to the bottom T . The left panel: the
observed events are separated into baseline events and two generations of offspring events; The right panel:
the event processes of two nodes within r0, T s are presented, where Node 1 follows Node 2. The blue circle
represents the event generated by baseline intensity, the purple circle indicates the event triggered by
momentum component, the green circle is the event generated from network component.
4.2. Maximum Likelihood Estimation of the Branching NGH Process Model
In this section, we provide the maximum likelihood estimation for NGH process model with
a branching structure. Following Hawkes (1971), we partition the events of the ith user into
disjoint processes: a background process, which is a Poisson process with intensity µgiptq, momentum
processes, which origin from the user’s own previous events with intensity βgifpt; ηgiq, and the
network processes, which origin from the historical events from following friends (i.e., tj : aij ‰ 0u)
with intensities αgigjd
´1
i fpt; γgiq. Accordingly, for the kth event of the ith user, define a latent
event type Zik “ pj, lq, where j “ l “ 0 implies the k event is generated from the background
process, and otherwise it means the kth event is triggered by the lth event from the jth user at a
previous time point tjl. Particularly, if j “ i then it indicates the current event is triggered by the
users’ own previous events, i.e., momentum components. For convenience, for the node i, define
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λ
pi,kq
i pt|G q “ βgifpt ´ tik; ηgiq and λpj,lqi pt|G q “ αgigjd´1i aijfpt ´ tjl; ηgiq as intensity functions from
momentum component and network component respectively. Then the complete-data likelihood
function for the branching NGH process is given by
Lbpθq “
mź
i“1
Gź
g“1
”
pig
! niź
k“1
µiptikqItZik“p0,0qu
mź
j“1
njź
l“1
λ
pj,lq
i ptik|G qItZik“pj,lqu
)
SipT q
ıIpgi“gq
, (4.1)
where
SipT q “
mź
j“1
njź
l“1
exp
!
´Λpj,lqi pT q
)
, Λ
pj,lq
i pT q “
ż T
0
λ
pj,lq
i pt|G qdt. (4.2)
Here the complete-data likelihood function is different from (3.3) by further taking a latent event
type Zik into consideration. The corresponding log-likelihood function is
`bpθq “
mÿ
i“1
Gÿ
g“1
Ipgi “ gq
”
logppigq
! niÿ
k“1
ItZik “ p0, 0qu log µiptikq
`
mÿ
j“1
njÿ
l“1
ItZik “ pj, lqulogλpj,lqi ptik|G q
)
` logSipT q
ı
. (4.3)
To optimize the complete log-likelihood objective function (4.3), a conventional approach is to
use an EM algorithm (Veen and Schoenberg, 2008; Halpin et al., 2013; Fox et al., 2016). However,
this approach is computationally infeasible under our framework. The reason is as follows. In the
E-step of the classical EM algorithm, to calculate the expectation of the log-likelihood, we need
to obtain the joint posterior distribution of all latent variables. Denote Mi “ tµgiptq, λpj,lqi ptq :
j P tiu Y tj1 : aij1 ‰ 0u, 1 ď l ď nju as the set of intensity functions for the node i. It will
include GN ˆśmi“1 |Mi|ni combinations of latent variables to sum up in each iteration, which is
computationally infeasible. As an alternative, the stochastic version of the EM algorithm only
requires one sampling point of each latent variable in the E-step. In this regards, the StEM
algorithm has competitive computational advantages, especially for our setting. The algorithm
details are presented in the following section.
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4.3. Stochastic EM Algorithm
The stochastic EM algorithm (Diebolt and Ip, 1995) could be divided into two steps, i.e., the
stochastic E-step (StE-Step) and the M-step. In the StE-Step, we calculate the expectation of the
log-likelihood (4.3) by deriving the posterior distribution of all latent variables. Next, in the M-
step, we optimize the log-likelihood function (4.3) by using the sampling points from the StE-Step.
We describe the two steps in details as follows.
Step I: Stochastic E-step
First, in the StE-step, we generate random samples from the posterior distribution of all latent
variables. Specifically, they include the latent types of all events Z “ tZik : 1 ď i ď m, 1 ď k ď niu,
and the latent memberships G “ tgi : 1 ď i ď mu. We first generate Zik from a categorical
distribution with posterior probability
P
 
Zik “ p0, 0q|G
( “ µiptikq
µiptikq `řmj“1 řnjl“1 λpj,lqi ptik|G q , (4.4)
P
 
Zik “ pj, lq|G
( “ λpj,lqi ptik|G q
µiptikq `řmj“1 řnjl“1 λpj,lqi ptik|G q , for 1 ď j ď m, 1 ď l ď nj. (4.5)
Subsequently, we generate gi from a posterior categorical distribution by
P pgi “ g|Zq “
pig
“tśnik“1 rfiiptikquśj‰itśnik“1 rfijptikqutśnjl“1 rfjiptjlqurSipT q‰Ipgi“gqř
g pig
“tśnik“1 rfiiptikquśj‰itśnik“1 rfijptikqutśnjl“1 rfjiptjlqurSipT q‰Ipgi“gq , (4.6)
where
rfijptikq “ !µiptikqItZik“p0,0qu)! njź
l“1
λ
pj,lq
i ptik|G qItZik“pj,lqu
)
,
rSipT q “ ” mź
j“1
njź
l“1
exp
 ´ Λpj,lqi pT q(ı” mź
j‰i
niź
k“1
exp
 ´ Λpi,kqj pT q(ı,
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and Λ
pj,lq
i pT q is defined in (4.2). To better understand the complicated forms of the posterior
distributions of Zik and gi, we give the following remark.
Remark 3. We first comment on the posterior distribution of the latent event types tZik :
1 ď i ď m, 1 ď k ď niu. For the node i, each event type is generated by using (4.4)–(4.5) under
the framework of the branching theory (Daley and Vere-Jones, 2003). Particularly, the occurrence
probability of one event type will be proportional to the magnitude of the corresponding intensity.
Next, given the generated latent event types, we could generate the latent memberships by using
(4.6). Despite its complicated forms, we would like to remark that the posterior distribution of gi
for the node i mainly includes three parts. The first part is self-exciting impact, i.e.,
śni
k“1 rfiiptikq.
This part refers to the influence of the nodes’ own historical events. The second part is in-going
network impact, i.e.,
ś
j‰i
śni
k“1 rfijptikq. Specifically, this part reflects the impact from the node i’s
all following friends. Lastly, the third part, i.e.,
ś
j‰i
śni
l“1 rfjiptjlq, reflects the out-going network
impact, which refers to the influence of the node i on its all connected followers. As a result,
computationally, for single node i, only the intensities of its own and connected friends will be
involved. This fact reduces the computational burden greatly, especially for a large scale sparse
network.
After all the latent variables are generated, we are able to conduct parameter estimation in the
M-step as follows.
Step II: M-step
In the M-step, we first update the baseline intensity function. Next, we estimate all parameters
by maximizing the complete-data likelihood function under the branching structure. In the nth
iteration, suppose we already generate samples tZpnqik : 1 ď i ď m, 1 ď k ď niu and tgpnqi : 1 ď i ď
mu from the StE-step.
(a) Update baseline intensity function.
To estimate the baseline intensity function, we set the basis function kjpt;hq in Φb “ tkjpt;hq, 1 ď
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j ď nbu as kjpt;hq “ h´1Kph´1pt ´ tjqq, where Kp¨q is a standard Gaussian kernel function and
h is a hyperparameter. Specifically, we set nb “ 72, tj “ pj ´ 1q{3, and the period ω “ 24 hours
in our case. We then proceed to estimate the corresponding weights in (3.1). To this end, we
first partition r0, ωs by tt1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , tnbu. Define J ptikq “ rptik mod ωq ˆ 3s ` 1, where rRs denotes
the integer part of R. If J ptikq “ j, then tik should be counted into the interval rtj, tj`1s. Let
Cpgqj “
řm
i“1
řni
k“1 Itgi “ g, Zpnqik “ p0, 0q,J ptikq “ ju and Cpgq “ m´1g
ř
i
ř
k Itgi “ g, Zpnqik “ p0, 0qu,
where mg “ řg Ipgi “ gq. In addition, let Cpgq “ řj Cpgqj şT0 kjpt;hqdt. Then the weight wpgqj
for the gth group is estimated by pwpgqj “ CpgqCpgqj {Cpgq. Subsequently µgptq is given by pµpnqg ptq “řnb
j“1 pwpgqj kjpt;hq. In practice, we choose h by data-driven method provided by Scott (2015) and
also make it group-specific.
(b) Update model parameter estimates.
After updating the baseline intensity function, we plug-in the generated samples into (4.3) and
optimize the log-likelihood function (4.3) with respect to Θ. Here we follow Halpin et al. (2013) to
set the triggering function fpt; γq in as fpt; γq “ γ expp´γtq. This yields
pipnqg “
řm
i“1 Itgpnqi “ gu
m
, (4.7)
βpnqg “
řm
i“1
řni
k,l“1 I
 
g
pnq
i “ g, Zpnqik “ pi, lq
(řm
i“1
řni
k“1 I
 
g
pnq
i “ g
(r1´ expt´ηpnqg pT ´ tikqus , (4.8)
ηpnqg “
řm
i“1
řni
k,l“1 Itgpnqi “ g, Zpnqik “ pi, lquřm
i“1 Itgpnqi “ gu
řni
l“1 ∆1,ilpβpnqg , ηpnqg , T q
, (4.9)
αpnqg1g2 “
řm
i,j“1
řni
k“1
řnj
l“1 Itgpnqi “ g1, gpnqj “ g2, Zpnqik “ pj, lquřm
i,j“1
řnj
l“1 Itgpnqi “ g1, gpnqj “ g2u ¨ ωijr1´ expt´γpnqg1 pT ´ tjlqus
, (4.10)
γpnqg “
řm
i,j“1
řnj
l“1
řni
k“1 Itgpnqi “ g, Zik “ pj, lquřm
i“1 Itgpnqi “ gu
řm
j“1
řnj
l“1 ∆2,ijlpαpnqggpnqj , γ
pnq
g , T q
(4.11)
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where
∆1,ilpβpnqg , ηpnqg , T q “
niÿ
k“1
ItZpnqik “ pi, lquptik ´ tilq ` βpnqg pT ´ tilqexpt´ηpnqg pT ´ tilqu,
∆2,ijl
´
α
pnq
gg
pnq
j
, γpnqg , T
¯
“
niÿ
k“1
I
 
Z
pnq
ik “ pj, lq
(`
tik ´ tjl
˘` αpnq
gg
pnq
j
ωijpT ´ tjlqexp
 ´ γpn´1qg pT ´ tjlq(.
Let Θpnq be the estimator obtained from the nth iteration. We obtain the final estimator pΘ by
dropping the first L burn-in samples and taking average of the subsequent R samples as
pΘ “ 1
R
L`Rÿ
n“L`1
Θpnq. (4.12)
The detailed procedure to determine L and R are provided in Appendix D.1. We summarize the
StEM algorithm in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: StEM Algorithm for NGH Process Model.
0. Initial : Initial estimator Θp0q, initial membership tgp0qi umi“1.
For n “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , repeat Steps 1–3 as follows
1. StE-step:
1) Sample Z
pnq
ik using the Categorical distribution with probability
(4.4) and (4.5) for 1 ď i ď m, 1 ď k ď ni.
2) Sample g
pnq
i from the Categorical distribution with probability
(4.6) for 1 ď i ď m.
2. M-step :
1) Obtain the estimated baseline intensity pµpnqg ptq.
2) Update the parameters Θpnq by (4.7)–(4.11).
3. Output : Determine whether the burn-in stage is over by Algorithm 2 in Appendix
C.2. If it is over, then determine R by Algorithm 3 in Appendix C.2 and
output the final estimator pΘ by (4.12).
5. SIMULATION STUDIES
5.1. Simulation Models
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In this section, we present a number of simulation studies to gauge the numerical performance
of the proposed method. The main differences lie in the generating mechanism of group settings
as well as the network structures. Across all settings, we consider a periodic function to mimic the
daily activities of the network users as follows
uptq “ h1 ` h2
Hÿ
k“0
Ipt P rkω0 ´ ω1, kω0 ` ω1sq.
In the formulation of uptq, h1 is a constant representing a baseline activity level. In addition,
in every ω0 hours, users increase their activity levels by an extra amount of h2, which lasts for
2ω1 hours. During this period, the users are more likely to be active on social networks. We set
ω1 “ 0.04 hours (i.e., 2.5 minutes) for all groups and consider various activity levels (i.e., h1 and
h2) and periodic parameters (i.e., ω0) for different groups.
Next, we specify the number of groups asG “ 3 with unbalanced group size as pi “ p0.2, 0.5, 0.3qJ.
Subsequently, we set h1 “ p0.75, 0.50, 0.25q and h2 “ p6.75, 4.50, 2.25q in the baseline func-
tion to represent different activity levels. In addition, the periodic parameters are set to be
ω0 “ 3, 6, 12 hours respectively. Next, the parameters in the momentum intensities are set to
be pβ1, β2, β3q “ p0.5, 0.4, 0.7q and pη1, η2, η3q “ p1.5, 1, 2q. As a result, the last group is more
self-excited than the other two groups. Lastly, the parameters in the network intensity are set to
be pγ1, γ2, γ3q “ p1, 2, 0.5q and α “ p0.4, 0.1, 0.1; 0.6, 0.4, 0.5; 0.15, 0.2, 0.1q P R3ˆ3. Consequently,
compared to the other two groups, the last group is less influenced and more self-motivated. We
consider the following two typical network structures in our simulation study.
Network Structure I: Power-law Distribution Network. In a power-law network
(Baraba´si and Albert, 1999), only a few nodes have large numbers of edges, while most of nodes
possess few edges. The adjacency matrix A under this assumption could be simulated in the
following steps. For each node i, we first generate the in-degree di “ řmj“1 aji by sampling from a
power-law distribution, i.e., Ppdi “ dq “ cd´α, 0 ď d ď m, where c is a normalizing constant and α
is set to be α “ 2.4. Then we randomly pick di nodes (except the ith node itself) as its followers.
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By doing the two steps for i “ 1, . . . ,m, we can generate a power-law distribution network.
Network Structure II: Stochastic Block Model. The stochastic block model (Wang
and Wong, 1987) is widely considered in community detection problems (Karrer and Newman,
2011). To generate this type of network, we first randomly assign the block labels bi for each node
i with equal probabilities, where bi “ 1, . . . , B with B “ 3. Once the blocks are determined, we
generate the edges with probability Ppaij “ 1q “ 0.3m´0.3 if they belong to the same block (i.e.,
bi “ bj), and Ppaij “ 1q “ 0.3m´1 otherwise. As a result, the nodes are more likely to be connected
within the same blocks.
Given the above simulation settings, we could then generate the events for all network users by
using the branching structure of the NGH process model. The generating procedure is described
in Algorithm 4 and 5 in Appendix D.2 in the supplementary material.
5.2. Performance Measurements and Simulation Results
Different sample sizes are considered to evaluate the finite sample performance. Specifically,
we set tm “ 1000, T “ 48hu and tm “ 1500, T “ 72hu to verify the estimation properties. For a
reliable evaluation, we randomly repeat the experiment for R “ 100 times.
Denote pΘprq “ ppΘprqj qJ as the parameter estimates obtained in the rth replication. We first
measure the parameter estimation accuracy. To this end, the root mean square error for each
parameter is calculated as RMSEj “ tR´1 řRr“1ppΘprqj ´ Θjqu1{2. Next, we evaluate the group
estimation accuracy. Denote pgprqi as the estimated group label for the ith node after conducting
group permutation in the rth simulation. We then calculate the group estimation accuracy (GAE)
as GAEprq “ m´1 ři“1 Ippgprqi “ giq and the average GAE is reported.
The simulation results are presented in Table 1. First, as the sample size increases, the pa-
rameter estimations tend to be more accurate. For instance, as tm,T u increases from t1000, 48hu
to t1500, 72hu, the RMSE of β decreases from 6.60 ˆ 10´3 to 5.60 ˆ 10´3 for Group 1 of under
Power-law Distribution Network. This corroborates with the theoretical result in Theorem
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1. Similarly, we are able to achieve a relatively higher group estimation accuracy with larger sample
sizes. This further confirms our theoretical findings in Theorem 3.
6. EMPIRICAL STUDY: A SINA WEIBO DATASET
6.1. Data Description
In this section, we conduct an empirical study using a Sina Weibo dataset to illustrate the useful-
ness of the proposed NGH process model. The dataset is collected from Sina Weibo (www.weibo.com)
platform, which is the largest Twitter type online social media in mainland China. Specifically, we
collect the posting behaviors of m “ 2, 038 users from January 1st to January 15th, 2014. For each
user i, we could observe a sequence of his/her Weibo posting time stamps tti1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , tiniu. We give
an example of two Weibo posts by James Cameron in Figure 5, where the corresponding posting
times are highlighted by red rectangles.
Figure 5: The Sina Weibo data analysis. A snapshot of James Cameron’s Weibo posts. The corresponding
posting times are highlighted by red rectangles.
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The adjacency matrix A is constructed by the following-followee relationship among the users,
where the network density is
ř
i,j aij{mpm ´ 1q “ 2.7%. This indicates a high sparsity level. We
further present the histograms of in-degrees and out-degrees in Figure 6. It can be observed that
the distribution of in-degrees is more skewed than the out-degrees. This implies the existence of
“superstars” in the network.
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Figure 6: The Sina Weibo data analysis. The left panel: histogram of in-degrees for m “ 2038 nodes; the
right panel: histogram for out-degrees.
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Figure 7: The histogram of total number of posts for m “ 2038 users in the Sina Weibo dataset.
Next, we conduct a descriptive analysis of the user posting behaviors. First, for each user, we
calculate his/her number of posts for 15 days. This yields the histogram in Figure 7. The median
value is given by 39, which indicates that the users have 2.6 posts per day on an average level.
Next, to show the dynamic patterns of the user posting behaviors, we calculate the aggregated
number of posts for all users within every 6 hours. This leads to the barplot in Figure 3. A clear
periodic pattern can be observed. In addition, we find that most Weibo posts are posted from 6:00
am to 6:00 pm.
6.2. Model Estimation and Interpretation
Motivated by the preliminary analysis, we conduct model estimation using the proposed StEM
algorithm. First, we select G “ 6 according to the criterion in (3.10). For each group, the estimated
baseline intensity functions are drawn in Figure 8. Despite the differences, we could observe that
most groups have higher intensity levels during 9:00 am to 9:00 pm. Next, the parameter estimation
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results are given in Table 2. The standard errors are obtained using a parametric bootstrap method
(Efron, 1982). To further show the influencing patterns among different groups, we visualize the
estimated group network coefficient pα in Figure 9. In the following, we describe the characteristics
of each group as well as their dynamic patterns.
• Group 1. (Celebrity Group) Most group members in this group are famous celebrities
who have a large number of followers. According to the baseline intensity estimation in Figure
8, the users in this group tend to post less frequently than the other groups. However, it can
be observed from Figure 9 that this group has relatively stronger influences on the others.
• Group 2. (Finance Group) This group includes mostly financial news accounts. As shown
in Figure 8, users in this group are the most active during the morning periods from 8:00 am
to 11:00 am.
• Group 3. (Scholar Group) This group consists mostly of scholars with backgrounds in
economics and social science. The users in this group are more active around 10:00 am and
10:00 pm. Indicated by the parameter estimation result (i.e., Table 2 and Figure 9), this
group is more self-driven (i.e., higher βg) than influenced by others.
• Group 4. (Public Account) This group consists mostly of public accounts, who release
daily news information. From Figure 8, this group has the highest activity levels among
all groups. Compared to other groups, the users in this group post more frequently in the
afternoon and evening. In addition, this group is also found to be more self-driven in their
posting behaviors.
• Group 5. (Strong-Connected Group) This group is characterized by the highest group
network coefficient pαgg in Figure 9. As a result, the users in this group are strongly affected
by their connected friends within the same group. We find many strongly related accounts
in this group, such as “Fudan University” and “School of Management of Fudan University”.
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• Group 6. (Ordinary Group) The rest of the network users are classified as the “ordinary
group”. Compared to the other groups, this group has limited influential powers but is more
likely to be influenced by the others.
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Figure 8: The estimated baseline intensities for each group in the Sina Weibo data analysis.
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6.3. Influential User Analysis
In social network analysis, identifying influential users are critically important for online social
platforms. It could help to spread news efficiently, release products, as well as launch promotion
campaigns (Aral and Walker, 2011; Stephen and Galak, 2012; Zhu et al., 2019). In this section, we
conduct influential power analysis for network users based on the branching structure of the NGH
process model.
In the branching structure of the NGH process model, recall that the latent event type Zjl “
pi, kq represents that the event ttjlu of the user j is triggered by the event ttiku of the user i.
Consequently, if the user i is an influential user, he/she will have enough powers to trigger as many
subsequent events as possible on its followers. Specifically, for each event ttiku of the user i, we are
able to calculate the number of its triggering events from other users, i.e., νik
def“ řj‰iřnjl“1 ItZjl “
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pi, kqu. We then refer to νik as the influential effect of the event ttiku. As a result, the influential
power of the user i can be naturally defined by aggregating the influential effects of all events for
the user i, i.e.,
infli “
niÿ
k“1
νik “
niÿ
k“1
ÿ
j‰i
njÿ
l“1
I
 
Zjl “ pi, kq
(
. (6.1)
We calculate the influential powers for all network users by using (6.1) with the estimated latent
event types Zjl. The top 10 users with the highest influential powers are visualized in Figure 10. It
is found that these influential users are mainly online public media accounts, who behave actively
on this online social platform to release daily financial and business news.
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Figure 10: Sina Weibo Data Analysis: Barplot of the top 10 influential Weibo accounts. Most of the
influential network users are online public media accounts who release financial and business news.
7. DISCUSSION
In this paper, we propose a network group Hawkes (NGH) process model to analyze the dynamic
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behavior patterns of network users. The proposed model extends the classical Hawkes model
by taking accounts of the observed network structure. In addition, the users are assumed to
have latent groups according to their dynamic behavior patterns. The theoretical properties of
parameter estimates including the consistency, asymptotic normality, and the identifiability of
group memberships are established under certain conditions. Numerically, a StEM algorithm is
designed to estimate the model based on a novel branching representation of the NGH process.
Lastly, we apply the proposed model to a Sina Weibo dataset and obtain highly interpretable
estimation results. As an interesting application, we further discuss the influential powers of the
network users based on the model output. We would like to remark that the proposed method
could be applied in abundant scenarios such as epidemic study, crime pattern analysis, consumer
profile analysis, and many others, as long as the corresponding network structure can be defined.
To conclude the article, we provide several topics for future study. First, the NGH process
model can be further extended by including covariates such as gender, region, user self-defined
labels, longitudinal information (Blei et al., 2003; Shen et al., 2016; Xu et al., 2019). Next, only
one type of user behaviors is taken into consideration. It is interesting to extend the model by
incorporating multi-types of user behaviors. Third, the network structure in the current framework
is assumed to be known and unchanged. Therefore, how to model dynamic relationships is an
important problem for further investigation.
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Table 1: Simulation results with 100 replications. The average parameter estimation as well as RMSE
values (given in parentheses) are reported. The group estimation accuracy (GAE, given in %) is also
reported in each setting.
m T K Group pi ν β η γ αpˆ10´1q
GAE
(ˆ10´2) (ˆ10´1) (ˆ10´3) (ˆ10´3) (ˆ10´2) (ˆ10´2)
Power-Law Model
1000 48h 3 1 0.17 30.25 0.50 1.51 1.01 4.08 1.27 1.17 95.23%
(1.48) (4.72) (6.60) (22.7) (4.05) (3.67) (3.50) (2.44)
2 0.52 20.37 0.41 1.02 1.99 5.89 4.23 4.91
(1.75) (2.55) (4.81) (13.1) (3.08) (2.58) (2.78) (1.57)
3 0.31 10.19 0.70 1.99 0.50 1.51 1.89 1.07
(1.41) (2.37) (7.34) (24.2) (1.23) (1.10) (1.35) (1.19)
1500 72h 3 1 0.17 30.22 0.50 1.51 1.01 3.98 1.27 1.15 95.65%
(1.08) (3.90) (5.60) (20.3) (2.79) (2.35) (3.27) (2.16)
2 0.52 20.37 0.41 1.03 1.98 5.88 4.26 4.92
(1.51) (2.00) (3.54) (11.3) (2.73) (1.99) (3.01) (1.36)
3 0.30 10.15 0.70 1.99 0.50 1.51 1.87 1.06
(1.13) (2.03) (5.46) (18.5) (1.11) (0.84) (1.63) (0.97)
Stochastic Block Model
1000 48h 3 1 0.19 29.82 0.50 1.51 1.02 4.06 1.09 1.11 98.30%
(1.27) (4.67) (5.50) (18.8) (2.92) (1.45) (1.05) (1.33)
2 0.51 20.02 0.40 1.00 2.01 5.97 4.00 4.99
(1.75) (2.04) (2.77) (8.85) (1.66) (1.05) (0.41) (0.66)
3 0.31 10.30 0.70 1.98 0.50 1.57 1.99 1.03
(1.59) (2.86) (5.77) (21.3) (1.08) (0.96) (0.39) (0.54)
1500 72h 3 1 0.19 29.77 0.50 1.50 1.05 4.08 1.08 1.09 98.68%
(1.08) (3.27) (4.78) (14.3) (2.04) (1.34) (0.90) (1.06)
2 0.51 19.92 0.40 1.01 2.01 5.99 4.01 4.98
(1.43) (1.78) (2.35) (6.68) (1.25) (0.67) (0.35) (0.57)
3 0.31 10.35 0.70 1.99 0.51 1.55 1.98 1.02
(1.18) (2.31) (4.34) (16.8) (0.96) (0.67) (0.32) (0.39)
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Table 2: Estimation results of the NGH process model with the Sina Weibo dataset. The standard errors
of parameter estimates are provided in parentheses.
Group Celebrity Finance Scholar
Public Strong-
Ordinary
Account Connected
pˆi 0.46 0.08 0.08 0.06 0.09 0.24
pˆ10´4q (10.5) (1.77) (3.18) (1.72) (10.1) (4.75)
βˆ 0.37 0.31 0.60 0.62 0.39 0.32
pˆ10´3q (3.85) (6.73) (4.93) (4.79) (10.3) (4.60)
ηˆpˆ10´3q 2.85 0.213 2.14 0.329 0.236 0.520
pˆ10´6q (36.6) (3.98) (25.2) (3.40) (6.81) (10.2)
γˆpˆ10´3q 0.316 23.6 181 157 0.429 163
pˆ10´3q (0.008) (1.72) (138) (7.00) (0.034) (109)
APPENDIX A
Appendix A.1: Definitions and Assumptions for Theoretical Results
Definition 1. Let Φb “ tkjptq : 1 ď j ď nb, t P Ru be a set of basis functions and `p¨q be a
twice-differentiable function. Define the derivative of `pfptqq with respect to fptq given Φb as
B`pfptqq
Bf “
´
9`pfptqqk1ptq, ¨ ¨ ¨ , 9`pfptqqknbptq
¯J
, (A.1)
where 9`p¨q is the first order derivative of `p¨q.
Definition 2. Let `pxq (x P R) and fptq (t P r0, T s) be arbitrary two continuous functions. The
function `pfptqq is said to be continuous with respect to fptq, if for any  ą 0, there exists a δ ą 0,
for all rfptq satisfying } rfptq ´ fptq}8 ă δ it holds
}`p rfptqq ´ `pfptqq}8 ă .
(C5.a) Let λi,0ptq “ C0 ` C20
ř
tikăt φcpt ´ tikq ` C20
ř
tjlăt aij{diφcptjlq, where φcpsq “ expp´csq and
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c is constant such that 0 ă c ă 2´1 mintγg˚ , ηg˚ , 1 ď g ď Gu. Define
ΦpΘq “ 1
mT
ÿ
i
ż T
0
1
λi,0ptq
rλipt; Θqrλipt; ΘqJdt, (A.2)
where rλipt; Θq def“ pBλipt|G ˚q{BΘJ, eJgi b kptqJqJ P Rq`Gnb , kptq “ pk1ptq, k2ptq, ¨ ¨ ¨ , knbptq
qJ P Rnb . Write ΦpΘq “ pΦ11pΘq,Φ12pΘq; Φ21pΘq,Φ22pΘqq, where Φ11pΘq P Rqˆq, Φ12pΘq P
RqˆGnb , Φ21pΘq P RGnbˆq, and Φ22pΘq P RGnbˆGnb . Define rΦ1pΘq “ Φ11pΘq ´ Φ12pΘqtΦ22pΘq
u´1Φ21pΘq and rΦ2pΘq “ Φ22pΘq´Φ21pΘqtΦ11pΘqu´1Φ12pΘq, where Φk1k2pΘq def“ EtΦk1k2pΘqu.
Assume limm,TÑ8 rΦ1pΘq and σ2pΘq def“ limm,TÑ8 nbσmintrΦ2pΘqu exist and continuous with
respect to Θ, where σminpMq is the smallest singular value of a matrix M . In addition,
assume σmintrΦ1pΘ˚qu ą 0 and σ2pΘ˚q ą 0.
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